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Purpose of Report  
 
1 To seek the views of the Joint Committee and secure their endorsement to engage in 

discussions regarding the proposals for creation and facilitation of an informal Sub National 
Transport Body. 

 
 
2 Issues for Consideration  
 
2.1 The 2008 Local Transport Act created the legal basis for two or more Local Transport 

Authorities to join up to form a ‘Sub National Transport Body’. 
 
2.1.1 Up until 2015 the benefits of creating or joining an STB were not taken up by Local Transport 

Authorities as there was no policy or funding drivers to incentivise their creation. 
 

2.1.2 This remained the case in the South West of England until December 2017 when the DfT 
indicated in a consultation document on the proposed Major Road Network for England ‘The 
MRN’ a policy preference for the creation of STBs across England to help create and update 
a regional evidence base to support the prioritisation of MRN funding across regions. 
 

2.1.3 Although not an absolute requirement a clear indication was given in the consultation 
document that the South West of England, being the only area of England not covered by 
either a formal, informal or emerging proposal for a STB at the time, should propose regional 
groupings to the DfT as soon as possible to create the necessary evidence base for 
geographies greater than the existing individual transport authorities. 

 
2.2 WECA & West of England Transport Authorities have been working informally with transport 

authorities in the South West of England to look at what regional groupings might look like.  
The emerging suggestion is for two regional groupings to cover the South West of England, 
which could be informal STBs. 

 
2.2.1 Officers advise that two regional groupings would likely be supported by DfT and there is a 

good evidence base to differentiate the need for two groupings in terms of both geographies 
and strategic economic growth requirements. 

 
2.2.2 Progress to further consider the options to create the regional groupings is being made and 

will be reported to both WECA and West of England Joint Committees in September.  At 
this stage, it is not envisaged progressing any further than producing proposals for creation 
and facilitation of an informal STB covering the WECA area, as the creation of a statutory 
(formal) STB is an expensive and bureaucratic process that would see a loss of sovereignty 
of all Local Transport Authorities.  
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Consultation:  
 
3 N/A 
 
Other Options Considered: 
 
4 The ongoing work is considering the options for the configuration of regional groupings. 
 
Risk Management/Assessment: 
 
5 The main risk associated with this report are the risk to WECA (financial, reputational and 

operational) in either the participation or non-participation in a regional group which will be 
considered in the further work 

 
Public Sector Equality Duties: 
 
6 The public sector equality duty created under the Equality Act 2010 means that public 

authorities must have due regard to the need to: 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimization and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
 

6.1 The Act explains that having due regard for advancing equality involves: 

• Removing or minimizing disadvantages suffered by people due to their protected 
characteristics. 

• Taking steps to meet the needs of people from protected groups where these are 
different from the needs of other people. 

• Encouraging people from protected groups to participate in public life or in other 
activities where their participation is disproportionately low. 

 
6.2 The general equality duty therefore requires organisations to consider how they could 

positively contribute to the advancement of equality and good relations.  It requires equality 
considerations to be reflected in the design of policies and the delivery of services, including 
policies, and for these issues to be kept under review. 

 
6.3 It is not considered that there will be EIA issues arising from this report. 
 
Economic Impact Assessment: 
 
7 None at this point 
 
Finance Implications: 
 
8 None at this point.  
 
Legal Implications: 
 
9 None at this point 
 
Land/Property Implications; 
 
10 None at this point. 
 
Human Resources Implications: 
 
11 None at this point. 
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Recommendation: 
 
For the Joint Committee to agree: 
 
12  For officers to continue to evaluate options for the regional groupings and to engage in 

discussions that frame proposals for the creation and facilitation of an informal Sub National 
Transport Body to include the WECA area. 

 
 
Report Author: David Carter, Director of Infrastructure.  
 
West of England Combined Authority Contact:  
Any person seeking background information relating to this item should seek the assistance of the Contact 
Officer for the meeting who is David Carter and who is available by telephoning Joanna Greenwood on 
0117 426210; writing to West of England Combined Authority, 3 Rivergate, Temple Way, Bristol BS1 6ER; 
email: democratic.services@westofengland-ca.gov.uk 
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